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Sound ordinance troubles KSJS, Greeks
By Karen Kabiling
DAWN SIAI

WRIll R

Without sound, a radio station
has no voice.
Music and sound are KSJS
(90.5 FM), the campus radio station’s, attention grabbers.
Having no amplified sound on
campus would make any type of

radio performance nearly impossible.
According to the university
president’s directive regarding
use of building and grounds of
San Jose State University, no
amplified sound is allowed anywhere on campus except between
the hours of noon and 1 p.m. in
the Student Union Amphitheater.

During that time, an audio
technician is required to be present to monitor the sound levels.
The ordinance was created in
response to teachers complaining
about the noise level disrupting
their classes.
"It was disturbing classrooms
and professors. Staff and other
faculty were complaining about

the sound," said Maneesha
Shamidpaty, a Student Union
interim scheduling assistant.
The ordinance’s definition of
amplified sound includes all
boomboxes, microphones, megaphones, speakers and other sound
equipment.
The ordinance was also
intended for commercial radio

stations, such as Wild 94.9 FM
and KSJO (92.3 FM), which occasionally visit the campus for
events.
The radio stations are no
longer allowed on campus without permission from university
officials and only during the specified time.
KSJS, however, has managed

to work around the problem.
The station’s general manager,
Nick Martinez, said he wouldn’t
break the rule.
KSJS has been around since
1963, and Martinez said he couldn’t jeopardize the station’s reputation, nor would he take the risk
See

NOISE, Page 8

Survey
Pantera fans enjoy headbanger ball
.
might
improve
campus
traffic
By J.E. Espino
DAILT STAFF WRI1FR

l hit id Royal AO Stalf
Crowds swarmed to the front of the Event Center late Tuesday night as Pantera took the stage. Some just tried to survive amid the mayhem, while others surfed
on top of the crowd.
see PANTERA CONCERT. Page 5

Musicians showcased in world peace concert
By Ke.ol
Dun si,11

Kula
Jazz trumpeter Eddie Gale uses
his passion fin. music as a voice for
world peace.

PREVIFW
Tonight at 7:30 in the San Jose

State University Concert Hall.
Gale and his group. known as the
Inner Peace Jazz Orchestra, are
scheduled to perform.
The event is sponsored by the
SJSU School of Music and Dance.
The ensemble is made up of students from SJSU and the University of California Berkeley. as well
as professionals from the Bay
Area.

"This concert is an effort by creative jazz musicians to make a
statement about world peace,"
Gale said. "This is our contribution
as musicians fir world peace."
The concert is being held to recognize Black History Month, Gale
said.
Gale has played music since a
young age, and said he has had the
pleasure of playing with many of

Pulitzer winner speaks at SJSU
Kushner growing up
1)AII1 SINIF %Milk

On Tuesday, the Spartan Memorial was
jampacked with admirers of Pulitzer Prizewinning playwright Tony Kushner.
People rushed to grab an empty space in a
pew and those who came late fit themselves
in the aisles.
Even the front row, which was reserved for
guests, was given to last minute people.
Five minutes after his scheduled time of
appearance, Kushner strolled into the chapel
of eagerly awaiting fans, apologizing tor his
brief lateness.
Beth Anstandig, coordinator for the Center
of Literary Arts, facilitated the interview.
Kushner, always smiling and making
jokes, answered the audience questions with
thought-provoking and engaging truths.
He conversed with ease on a variety of subjects including his plays, his background as a
writer and his political views as if he were
speaking to each individual person in the
room.

Kushner, who grew up in a family of musicians, said his parents were the keys to his
theatrical talent.
He praised his mother "for her talent as a
tragic actress," and his father for his "extraordinary mind for reading and remembering
poetry."
During his undergraduate years at Columbia University, Kushner said he was a
medieval studies major and opposed to fine
arts.
When he moved to New York to attend
New York University in 1974. however, he
said he became more drawn to theater.
Kushner was asked numerous questions
concerning his experience as a playwright
and essayist.
He talked about his college years, befbre he
decided to write plays.
Kushner said he didn’t start writing plays
until his graduate years at NYU.
During his third year, he wrote his thesis

see KUSHNER.
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the legends of the jazz world.
According to Gale, he is on (7ecil
Taylor’s Smithsonian Collection of
Classic Jazz.
Gale said he also has solo work
out on the famous Blue Note label.
In the past he has played with
composer and arranger Sun Ha.
drummer Max Roach and bebop
legend John Coltrane.
"He (Coltrane) helped to get my

horn out of the pawn shop," Gale
said.
Gale has brought his experience
and history to SJSU, with artists
for the show.
The concert will feature Oakland hip-hop, beat-box artist Philasifer, Gale said.
"There’s going to be some hiphop artists and someone who beatSee PEACE, Page 4

Every person who walked,
drove or rode a bike between 7
a.m. and 7 p.m. Tuesday through
East San Salvador and South
Seventh streets received a click
from a city of San Jose van
parked in front of the Seventh
Street garage.
Christina Tran, a traffic checker in charge of the survey, had hot
hands full on the board used to
keep track of the traffic volume.
"This is done to evaluate if you
need to put stoplights, stop signs
or crosswalks," she said. "It’s really for a lot of reasons, not just
that."
Tran said the outcome of the
survey would help to determine
how to keep people safe.
According to Tran, the party
that requests the survey decides
why it needs it.
Lt. Marianne Alvarez of Operating Services for the University
Police Department said she did
not know a survey had been conducted.
"The University Police Department ’Traffic and Operations did
not request a traffic survey at the
Seventh and San Salvador intersection," Alvarez said.
She said she thought the
department of Planning and Construction might have requested
the survey.
Alan Freeman, the director of
the department, said his department had not requested the survey either.
The city of San Jose’s Department of Streets and Traffic could
not be reached to say who had
requested the survey.
Because it is a heavily traveled area, Alvarez said she
thought it was good idea to install
See

TRAFFIC. Page 4
The playwright
and social
activist Tony
Kushner answered
questions Tuesday
night in Morris Dailey Auditorium concerning former
President Bill Clinton’s last term in
the White House.
Kushner wrote
"Angels in America:
A Gay Fantasia on
National Themes,"
which won the
Pulitzer Prize for
Drama and a Tony
Award in 1993.

troy Bayless
’Wily Staff
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Show SJSU’s true colors: blue and gold
House renovation not
servicing students
Renovating the Scheller or University House
may have been a good idea for the future. It’s
old, condemned and an eyesore.
But the timing is wrong, and the methods Associated Students used to renovate the old shack are
immoral.
A.S. said it wanted to give the students of this university a 24-hour computer lab but to do this, an
$18 fee increase, called Measure P, was necessary.
The Daily didn’t endorse Measure P last spring
because, among other things, A.S. failed to clarify
many specifics, including where the computer lab
would be located.
After the measure was passed, without anyone to
stop it, A.S. decided to put the computer lab in the
Student Union in place of its office on the second
floor.
Since the computer lab would take A.S.’s space in
the Student Union, it would need a new home.
Hence the turning and shuffling of the University
House last semester.
Instead of spending the money on computers for
the lab, A.S. spent $150,000 to turn the University
House 90 degrees and move it 20 feet to the left.
And more importantly, the students of San Jose
State University won’t get their 24-hour computer
lab until the Spring 2002 semester, A.S. says.
Students of SJSU, we’ve been ripped off.
A.S. took our money, which we believed to be for a
computer lab, and made itself a brand-new office.
One day there will be a computer lab, but not now.
Not while many of the people who voted for it could
actually use it.
But that’s not’ the only consequence of A.S.’s dealings.
Saturday, on their way to the Event Center for a
basketball game, Fresno State basketball fans were
heard making snide remarks about the house.
"It is supposed to be a landmark, but is really just
an eyesore," one said before comparing it to a piece of
feces.
That’s not quite the school image we are looking
for. Nor is it the kind of student service we are looking for.
The text of Measure P said: "Technology access is
key to the educational success of San Jose State University students."
Apparently, however, not more important than
new offices for A.S.
If that were the case, maybe A.S. would have
moved its office to a temporary location or even a
portable building like the new ones near Joe West
Hall.
But they didn’t do that. They made students wait.
--Amd-wait- And wait.
All the while using our money for something we
didn’t vote for.

idiculous. Utterly ridiculous.
That was all I could think
Saturday night. I was sitting
courtside for the Spartan men’s basketball game with Fresno State University, and I had to shake my head
in disgust.
It wasn’t, however, because of the
action on the court. I looked straight
across the Event Center and saw
something so stupid it equaled taking pictures with an army of assault
weapons and then getting them
developed at a drug store where
anyone could see them.
And this was a picture I’d rather
not have seen. It was just one person
in the sold-out crowd, but all I could
do was shake my head.
A girl was sitting there, watching
the game, cheering for San Jose
State University. Nothing out of the
ordinary, until I saw what she was
wearing.
A blood-red SJSU hooded sweatshirt.
What the ... ?
This was more ridiculous than
Bulldog point guard Tito Maddox’s
hairstyle, which resembled a
deformed Chia Pet.
This was more ridiculous than the
fact that Fresno State fans outnumbered Spartan fans in our own arena.
This was more ridiculous than a

MIKE
OSEGUEDA

network television representative
deciding to make a show called "Cop
Rock."
OK, for those of you are totally
oblivious to anything having to do
with athletics, our two biggest rivals
are Fresno State and Stanford.
And, you guessed it, they both
wear red. As if the rest of Fresno’s
finest (read: monosyllabic buffoons)
didn’t make the Event Center look
like rows of their tomato fields, one
of our own had to help them.
I don’t blame that girl though. It’s
not her fault. This, instead, points to
a larger issue that has been plaguing our university for some time.
And now, dammit, I’m tired of it.
Our school colors are blue and
gold.
Not red, not brown, not orange

Two py TWO FOR THE NON-ARK
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"When I give a lecture, I accept
that people look at their watches,
but what I do not tolerate is when
they look at it and raise it to their
ear to find out if it stopped."
- Marcel Achard
Screenwriter, Director

(c1 2svc.vi ArcloCilre fairsia.:70

Mark Trout ’preaches’ generalizations, ignorance

Letters
been as nonchalant if Trout’s
comments referred to race,
ethnicity, nationality, class,
religion, gender or any other
identity category that students, faculty, staff or any
people passing though the
San Jose State University
campus may associate with?
I may not be prepared to
respond to Trout’s generalizations about the religious practices of communists, but I
refuse to remain silent about
his ignorance regarding gays
and lesbians.
To begin with, not all gays
and lesbians are Christian.
This is not to imply that
non-Christian members of

the gay and lesbian communi
ty "don’t like the Bible," but
rather that they have alternative religious and spiritual
texts.
In addition, while some
gays and lesbians choose to
lead spiritual lives outside of
religious institutions (similar
to some heterosexuals and
bisexuals), there are also
gays and lesbians who have
chosen to find community in
the Christian faith.
Whether their relationship
with God takes place publicly
or privately, the point
remains that they "like" the
Bible, as opposed to Trout’s
proclamation.
Some gays and lesbians
have even become ordained
ministers.
Tens of thousands of peo-
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Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Executive Editor.
"Oz-mosis" appears Thursdays.

Faith -based initiative
is the wrong solution

plc paid with their lives to

give us the freedom of speech
that remains denied to individuals living in many other
countries around the world.
At the same time that each
of us should take caution in
exercising our own rights, we
should also act out when we
observe other people taking
advantage of theirs especially when the words are
unbelievable, painful propaganda.

Shanna Estelle Fein
graduate student
Mexican American studies
Co-Chair of
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender Alliance

hare-brained schemes in an
attempt to solve the country’s
and the world’s complicated problems,
but the latest White House proposal
takes the cake.
President George W. Bush has
recently been pushing to make good on
one of those far-fetched campaign proposals that many presidential candidates promise just so they can set foot
in the Oval Office.
But, this is one of those promises
that deserves to be forgotten.
Bush’s new concept, the White
House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives, was created with
good intentions, I am sure, but it is the
wrong way to encourage community
and social service.
Dubya’s faith -based initiatives
agency, according to CNN.com, "will be
charged with distributing billions of
federal dollars to a variety of religious
groups and charities over the next 10
years" to fund social service work.
Religious groups would be competing with several established organizations for funding their charitable causes and will not be allowed to use the
money to proselytize or fund religious
activities.
Many religious and institutional
groups and private individuals have a
problem with this idea.
First of all, Bush’s concept attempts
to tear down the wall that separates
church and state.
Some groups, according to CNN.com,
contend that it "would violate the First
Amendment’s Establishment Clause
prohibiting state-supported religion."
Besides disregarding the ideals our
country was formed upon and the laws
of our constitution, many other problems are inherent in such a program.
Having taken the nutrition and
world hunger class (NuFS 139) last
semester, I know that most U.S. aid to
foreign countries fails to reach the people who need it the most because political ties are more important to Capitol
Hill than feeding hungry people.
Although reforms in the late ’90s
made some improvements, the federal
welfare system has been hopelessly
flawed for decades.
The real success stories come from
private charitable groups and nongovernmental organizations (NG0s)
that teach, assist and feed the people
most in need.
They succeed because people care
about people, not because the government gave them money and told them
how to use it.
If the government can’t seem to do
any good without a lot of red tape and
politics getting in the way, what makes
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blame Pull Daddy. Well, maybe
not for the SJSU problem, but definitely for popularizing this trend of
wearing off-colored merchandise.
He started wearing that red New
York Yankees hat and next thing you
know the MTV generation was eating it up.
I’ll tell you this, though, neither
Puffy nor any Yankee fan ever wore
a red Yankee cap to a game with the
rival Boston Red Sox.
Enough of that crooked-toothed
music thief, the upshot of all this is
that something needs to change. I
guess it’s OK to have some of the
different-colored clothes, but not
red. Never red. I would wear a ballerina outfit and dance around campus before wearing a red SJSU
sweatshirt.
If everyone insists in looking like
we’re from Fresno State or Stanford, however, we might as well go
all the way.
We could change our mascot to a
tree, hire a basketball coach who
eats towels and take up a real Fresinbreeding.
neck tradition

Washington ociasionally invents

Quote for the Dailr.

First Amendment to
The
the U.S. Constitution
provides freedom of
speech to each individual.
However, when people
exploit this right to harass,
intimidate or harm others,
the line must be drawn.
Although some students
claim to have turned a deaf
ear to the "preaching" of Mark
Trout, pretending not to hear
him remains just as dangerous as accepting his words.
Not only does it normalize
Trout’s opinion that "communists and homosexuals don’t
like the Bible," but it misinforms people who may not
have had any contact with
individuals who happen to be
either communists or gay or
lesbian.
Would the reaction have

and not green.
Someone alert whoever is making the crap that is sold at the Spartan Bookstore. By the looks of
things, they have Ray Charles
designing the clothes.
Seeing as this is a university, I’m
sure we all did the kindergarten
thing and learned how to differentiate colors.
But for some reason the bookstore
sells orange sweatshirts and red
fleece vests along with red and
orange hats.
Then there’s a gray and red baseball cap. That’s a definite way to display your Spartan pride.
Ohhh, but what about the sky
blue and white baseball cap?
This just in: By making a cheap
knockoff of a University of North
Carolina cap, we’re not going to
become the No. I team in college
basketball.
It should also be brought to
someone’s attention that our bookstore is not Old Navy or the Gap or
wherever it is that teeny-boppers
shop these days.
But here’s a clue: Morgan
Fairchild doesn’t go to school here.
I’m not singing any of those annoying commercial jingles. And there
are no 12-year -old, on campus to
buy the cell
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it think it can tell religious groups how
to run their charity work?
Because, as most people know, whenever government gets involved in anything, regulations are sure to follow.
Bush’s statement regarding his proposal, which is aimed at alleviating
such social problems as addiction,
homelessness and poverty by enlisting
private religious organizations, as
reported by CNN.com, ironically rings
true:
"The change we seek won’t come all
at once, from any act of Congress or any
executive order signed by the president," he said. "Real change starts
street by street, heart by heart
one
soul, one conscience at a time."
Real change, like Bush stated, comes
from people who care to help, whether
through monetary donations or volunteer service. It doesn’t come from government stepping in and messing with
programs that work.
Yes, Americans need to give more,
care more and fight more for what’s
right. But taking tax dollars and, in
essence, forcing people to give money to
programs that perhaps they don’t agree
with sounds a bit like communism.
Another, perhaps more serious, problem can be foreseen.
Those religious groups that accept
government money may conceivabiy
become dependent upon those funds.
When private donations dwindle
because the government is footing the
bill, what happens when federal money
dries up?
We, as free Americans, don’t need to
become dependent on the government
to fund our charitable services.
We don’t need the government to tell
us how and what charity work we can
do.
We don’t need Washington to tell us
that we need to step up our community
service.
And we don’t need our precious line
between church and state blurred.
My only consolation is my faith in
the courts to see through the rhetoric
and declare this "faith-based initiative"
unconstitutional.
Monica L. Ewing is a Spartan
Daily Production Editor
"The Way it Is" appears Thursdays.
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Letters
Proposed recreation center
beneficial for university
is in response to the
This
Feb. 6th letter to the editor
titled, "Associated Students fail to represent SJSU." I
first want to commend Kirstin
Albers for her extensive knowledge on the subject of the proposed recreational facility.
I’ve never read an analysis of
such depth and detail except
perhaps when it was written by
a member of the Student Union
staff. Well done.
Albers began by stating: "I am
concerned because A.S. has
neglected to properly inform the
entire student body of the dramatic changes it intends to
inflict on our fees and campus."
Well, I, too, would be concerned with such dramatic
changes if we were not in the
beginning stages of the planning
process. Before we can go before
the student body and present
our proposal, we must first know
what it is we want to show them
before we can expect to receive
informed input.
Albers went on to ask, "Where
are the results of a conducted
needs analysis that states we
need a new recreational facility
when we already have an odsting one that students pay for?"
My response to that is, has
Albers recently taken the opportunity to explore our facility?
Presently, our facilities are
too small and inadequate to fulfill the needs of our students. I,
for one, have gone to check out
our facilities and have been disappointed by the lack of basketball courts available for my use,
which is why I support the proposal of creating two additional
courts.
By doing so, I’ll no longer
have to sit out and wait for my
opportunity to play because of
the overcrowding on the court. I
would also like to mention that
the proposed facilities will in
fact be available for all students

to use, whether they choose to
participate in intramural sports
or not.
Though there are many more
issues in Albers’ letter that I
would love to address, my time is
short, and I don’t have the luxury of a prepared text. So, I will
address one final point.
Albers states, "Is the new
facility another computer lab
fiasco where the students later
find that their fees are going to
something they didn’t vote on,
such as renovating the Scheller
House?" If the time had been
taken to research the facts,
Albers would know that the reason that Scheller House is being
renovated is because the present
A.S. offices will be home to the
future computer lab.
I can think of no better place
for the computer lab than in the
heart of our campus where students will have no difficulty in
finding its location.
In conclusion, the A.S. members take their jobs very seriously and do share a common belief
of making decisions for the students’ benefit. That is why we
have the laptop rental program,
the transportation solutions program, and a childcare center, to
name just a few of the many A.S.
programs available to every
SJSU student.
Do these things not benefit
the students? I think they do.
There is one thing that Albers
and I can agree on: I, too, believe
that students should get
involved and educate themselves, but make sure that when
doing so, you get the facts from
the people who really do concern
themselves with student interests.
Paul Higgins
junior
political science
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recent weeks, it has culla.
Into my attention that an epidemic of hatred has plagued
our country.
It’s a travesty that young people are resorting to violence to
send their messages out to the
public, but I’m getting tired of
seeing these people get torn
apart by the media. Maybe it’s
time we take a critical look at
the voices of troubled youths.
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Letters
Al DeGuzman, a 19-year-old
student, was recently arrested
for an "attempted massacre" on
De Anza College.
It may be worth noting that
DeGuzman took a strong stand
against bigotry, racism and
homophobia. His hatred for yuppies and mainstream liberals, as

well as pop culture was spurred
by years of rejection from a society that refuses to accept difference in an individual.
In a country where the social
echelon is based on wealth, how
are students in the lower and
lower-middle classes expected to
thrive?
Do I agree with DeGuzman’s
actions? Of course not, but I can
look at the country from his per-

spective.
If DeGuzman doesn’t serve
the rest of his life in a federal
penitentiary, he’ll most likely be
thrown back into society with
little, if any, correctional k.elp.
Sound just?
Joe Anderson
freshman
political science
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TRAFFIC: Lights may regulate flow
continued from Page I
a traffic signal.
Jose Robles, a graphic arts
major, said the solution to possible traffic congestion can be found
with better patrolling.
"What they need is police officers, because they get rid of traffic jams," he said. "They give
pedestrians the chance to cross
safely."
"When there’s officers they tell
you when to cross and they make
you feel secure," Robles said.
"Crazy drivers will have to stop
and obey the law."
According to Robles, a stoplight would slow traffic down. If
there is going to be a stoplight, he
said, it would be at San Fernando
and Ninth streets.
’They definitely need a stoplight because pedestrians put
their lives at risk," Robles said.

Cory LePage, an administration of justice major, said he could
see how during the first two
weeks of the semester it was necessary to have UPD regulating
traffic, but that that would be
enough.
LePage said the construction
made traffic much worse last
semester than what it is this
semester.
"I think it’s so much worse at
10th Street," he said. "I say it as a
pedestrian and as a driver."
"I’ve nearly hit some people
especially at dusk. People would
cross and I didn’t even see them
start out at the crosswalk," he
said.
According to Alvarez, UPD put
in a request last year for a survey
to be taken at San Fernando and
Ninth streets.
A traffic signal is high on their
priority list, she said.

KUSHNER: Playwright spouts humor
continued from Page 1

tology department at San Jose
State University, told Kushner
titled, "Bright Room Called Day." how his play inspired her to
Kushner said it was his first shed her shyness about perofficial play.
forming in front of a crowd.
Jessica Duran, a radio, televiSilva said she watched
sion and film major, said she is "Angels in America," a play
currently studying the "Angels about AIDS in San Francisco
in America" play.
during the 1980s, about six
"I thought it was a great expe- years ago.
rience hearing his voice," she
At the time, she said she was
said.
undecided performing in front of
Duran added that she enjoyed a crowd of people during a poethis hilarious and charismatic ry reading and drum circle.
humor and is curious about
According to Silva, some of
more of his works.
the characters in Kushner’s play
performed nude.
’Angels in America’
After watching Kushner’s
Many fans wanted to know if play, Silva said she was encourKushner would allow theaters to aged to overcome her fear.
"(They) were not asking me to
show his award-wining play in
San Francisco or if he would take my clothes off, " Silva said.
"I finally decided if they can do
turn it into a movie.
Kushner said he wanted to it so can I."
The Morris Dailey Auditoriwait a little longer.
"I want to get some new work um was also filled with enthusiout before it comes back," Kush- astic fans, faculty, alumni, students and theater elite at 7:30
ner said.
"I sort of spent five years run- p.m., patiently awaiting Kushnning away from it, and I’m not er.
Martha Heasley Cox, founder
ready for it to come slapping
of the lecture series, sat in the
back into my life."
During his interview with middle of the front row, smiling
Timothy Near later that night at and chatting with friends before
Morris Dailey Auditorium, he the presentation.
She said she started her first
said, "When I wrote ’Angels,’ I
lecture almost 20 years ago.
thought of it as a symphony."
"I’ve only missed one of my
In terms of movie plans,
Kushner added, "(I noticed) as lectures," Cox said.
She said she recently chose to
soon as anything gay-related
makes money at a box office add theater speakers to her long
somewhere, I can pretty much hst of famous author lectures
count the minutes before I’m about four years ago.
Arthur Miller and, now.
going to get a phone call from
someone saying, ’Hey, why don’t Kushner were two of her chosen
we do a film of ’Angels in Ameri- speakers for the lectures.
Kushner chose to read a porca,’ because suddenly, gay is selltion of the monologue from his
ing.’"
upcoming
play.
"Homebody/Kabul," and a perKushner and playwriting sonal essay.
John Travis, vice president ot
Kushner said he doesn’t SJSU’s English Society and an
enjoy writing.
English major said, "It was very
"It really makes me anxious interesting to hear the political
and unhappy and I try and perspective of an artist. The
avoid it as much as I can," he readings were fantastic. I
said. "But I’ve come to under- enjoyed his use of the dramatic
stand that that period of avoid- monologue. (It makes) you want
ance is a gestational process for to see the play."
me."
At the end of the night,
Kushner said one of his cur- admirers flocked in line to have
rent projects is "Henry Box their books signed by the playBrown," a story of an African wright.
American slave in Richmond,
Joseph Nakamura, an EngVa. who mailed himself out of lish major said, "He was funny
slavery in a crate to the and eloquent. He knows a lot
Philadelphia abolitionist head- about politics."
quarters.
Ethel Walker, professor of
"I’ve been working on this theatre arts, rearranged her lecplay for about five years now," ture schedule so her class to
Kushner said. "It has 70 charac- could experience Kushner’s
ters and 400 pages (in length)."
readings.
Vivian Silva, one of the
"I think it’s wonderful to get
numerous admirers of Kushn- someone of his stature," Walker
er’s work, took advantage of the said. "He’s passionate about his
two opportunities to hear Kush- art land) it’s good to hear artists
ner speak.
that are not afraid to show their
Silva, a lecturer in the geron- commitment."
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Law prevents online student aid
AsSoCIAI I D

PRESS

Alarmed that fly-by-night
diploma mills were fleecing students and the government, Congress in 1992 barred federal student loans and grants from anyone enrolled in correspondence
schools. Federal dollars would
now pay only for college
anchored in the classroom.
Then the Internet caught fire
in higher education. To an eager
and growing market, it offered
anything from a single college
course to graduate degrees.
Classrooms became irrelevant.
Today, the same federal law
meant to prevent fraud is denying financial aid to students
enrolled at reputable virtual colleges and universities where
most or all courses are online.
And now the law is getting a
hard new look from those who
say it’s outmoded and unfair.
How many students and how
much federal money may be at

stake is unclear, federal officials
say. Nor does anyone know precisely how many schools are
affected. The latest federal count
of enrollment in distance education 1.4 million
is three
years old. It’s anyone’s guess
how many more people might
attend college in cyberspace if
they received aid.
"It’s really an access issue,"
said Dawn Mosisa, an assistant
vice president at the University
of Maryland University College.
The school, whose enrollment
tops 71,000, is known chiefly for
its campuses serving America’s
armed forces worldwide and for
its online-degree programs that
draw a majority of its students
from the mid -Atlantic region.
"Consider the married student earning $30,000 a year
with two kids," Mosisa said.
"How much do you think they
can afford in tuition? And how
easy is it to figure out a way to

take classes around their work
schedules, and their responsibilities as a parent and a spouse?"
Online college is ideal for
such individuals, but current
law makes it harder for such
people to find programs and to
pay for it, Mosisa said.
U.S. Rep. Johnny Isakson, RGa., fresh from helping lead a
yearlong look at how online education is flourishing, plans to
push to get rid of those obstacles. He just wants to be sure, he
said in a recent interview, "that
credible Web-based ... education
is not discriminated against."
Online advocates say it’s
time.
"There’s going to be quite a lot
of pressure on Congress to
change this," said David Baime,
lobbyist for the American Association of Community Colleges.
"This provision of the law was
written in 1992 and that was a
couple of eons ago in terms of

Butstiri a rhyme ...

Him", Daily Staff
Shawn Gullatt recites an original poem in front of a group of
San Jose State University students during an open microphone
poetry night. More than 50 students came to participate and lis-

ten to anyone who wanted to share their poems Tuesday night in
the Engineering building.

PEACE: Concert scheduled to feature diverse jazz styles from around the world
continued from Page I
boxes. He can make any sound
with his mouth. He’s amazing,"
senior music major Scott Brian
said.
There will be spoken-word poetry performed by Marcel Diallo, who
is from the East Bay.
SJSU vocalist Trineice Robinson
and Brian, who will be playing
vibes, will be sharing their talents
as well as interpre.tive dancers

from the SJSU School of Music and
Dance, Gale said.
"If you have never listened to
jazz, this concert will show you a
whole new form of expression:
Robinson, a junior improvised
music studies major said.
The music will range from
fusion to acid jazz, Robinson said.
It will also feature different
styles of playing from around the
world.
Gale has also brought in djembe

drummer Mamadu Kone.
Kone is a Mali drummer, which
is a group from Africa famous for
their handmade djembe drums,
Gale said.
The shoo; will feature a special
young musician.
Fourteen -year-old pianist John
Farley will be showcased playing
an original piece he wrote, according to Gale.
Gale has been working with the
musicians as well as preparing for
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Emplotnent Opportunities
Academic Tutors
Job Benefits
Potential college credit for SJSU students
Competitive pay rates ($9 - $11/hour)
Flexible hours
Paid training
Transferable employment skills
And most importantly,
An Opportunity To Make A Difference!

Bring your "can -do attitude to Camp Challenge Where you’ll
. get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire skills
that’ll help you in your career. Apply today at the Army ROTC
department, with no obligation. Before that voice tells you to
take a vacation.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.
Learn leadership skills for business.
Call us at 408-554-6831.

the concert.
"He brings stuff out of you that
you didn’t know you had," Robinson said. "He knows you can do it
and makes you do it because he
expects more.
Tickets are available from the
MOSAIC Multicultural Cent,er in
the Student Union on the third
floor.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $7
at the door. For ticket informatioii,
call (408) 924-6255.

Food For
Your Head
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you know that little voice

distance learning."
But there’s also opposition,
and from an unexpected corner:
teachers.
The American Federation of
Teachers, whose million members include 120,000 in higher
education, acknowledges the law
could use improvement, but
warns against losing safeguards.
"This law is on the books for a
reason," AFT President Sandra
Feldman said in a statement
earlier this month, "besides the
obvious education argument
that education takes time, and
time in class is beneficial.
"We, as a nation, experienced
terrible scandals with trade and
technical schools and correspondence courses before this lam,
was enacted," Feldman said. "Ari
Internet-based degree program’,
like a correspondence school, ia
much harder to audit than a traditional program, and the
chances for abuse are greater."

Pre-College Programs is designed to increase the accessibility ()I
post-secondary educational opportunities for middle school and
high school students who are under-represented in college. We are
seeking energetic, dynamic. and highly effective individuals to work
with these students to help improve their academic skills, study
habits, and self esteem.
Call today for more information: (408) 924-2567
Applications are available at the Student Services Center, 10th St..
Counter afi, San Jose State University Campus
(Comer of San Fernando and 9th Street).
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Mosh pits and music at the Event Center
By Beau Dowling
DAN A A & Lwow
The Event Center at San
Jose State University was filled
with people of all ages with
every type of haircut imaginable: long hair, mullets, shaved
heads, spiked hair, dyed hair,
mohawks and dreadlocks.
They were all there to see
Pantera, a thrash-metal band
headlining with Nothingface,
Morbid Angel and Soulfly for
"The Real Steel Tour."
Everything from T-shirts to
rolling papers was sold, all at
outrageous prices.
Upon walking into the Event
Center, the purple haze of marijuana smoke lingered and created a visible fog.
Nothingface was the first
band to take the stage, with a
banner hanging over the band
bearing their name.
Nothingface was nothing
special.
In five years, this prosaic
band still sounds like they
could do so much better.
Vocally, singer Matt Holt
sounded like a weak version of
Sick of it All’s Lou Koller.
The band played slow hardcore metal and was a mediocre
opening.
Morbid Angel played next
and added an old school death-

metal flavor that was much
needed after Nothingface.
The band formed more than a
decade ago and is still going
strong with their insane master
of the double bass, Pete Sandoval.
While headbanging and with
long hair flying, Morbid Angel got
the crowd jumping up and down,
crowd surfing and moshing.
Bass player and singer Steve
Tucker’s voice hits a person in
the face like a semi truck relentless and loud.
Highlights of the set included
"Day of Suffering" and "World of
Shit."
The third band of the night, the
Brazilian-based Soulfly, is the
brainchild of Sepulture’s Max
Cavalera, who leads the band on
vocals and guitar.
Soulfly brings its own style to
metal, with numerous change
ups and amazing guitar riffs.
More like family or a tribe
than a band, Soulfly remains one
of the true metal bands that
seems to play from the heart, for
the fans.
The innovative band went a
step further after their set when
they brought out five different
drums and played a ritualisticsounding set.
It seemed to take the audience
away, as if on some kind of spiritual journey.
Soulfly deserves respect for

standing out in a world of cookie-cutter bands that choose to
follow the norm.
Finally, the band that the
7,000 people came to see began
to set up behind a gigantic
black sheet that extended the
width and length of the stage.
With pyrotechnics and an
enormous sign bearing their
name, Pantera took the stage
after the curtain came down,
and the crowd went crazy.
From the first strum of a guitar, chaotic mosh pits ensued,
fists and elbows flew and crowd
surfers abounded.
Vocalist Phil Anselmo, guitarist
"Dimebag"
Darrell
Abbott, drummer Vinnie Paul
Abbott and bassist Rex Brown
put on an unforgettable show.
Playing their metal classics,
including "Walk," "Fucking Hostile," and "This Love," Pantera
didn’t fail in delivering an
unparalleled performance.
The band even threw cups of
beer on the audience to cool off
the sweltering crowd.
Pantera came out for an
encore and played "I’ll Cast a
Shadow" from their new album,
"Reinventing the Steel."
After expressing how important the fans were to them, Pantera ended the show by throwing out guitar picks and drum
skins.

David Royal Daily Staff
Phil Anselmo of Pantera gave a wake-up call to fans in the San Jose State University Event
Center on Tuesday night. The band put on a loud and explosive performance.

Duo explores
Roots of hip-hop

Jazz pianist creates a mystical ambiance
13
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Without saying a word, jazz pianist
Brad Mehldau sneaked on stage and took
his audience through a rhythmic and
melodic journey while representing a new
generation of jazz.
Mehldau, along with Jorge Rossey and
San Jose State University alumnus Larry
Grenadier, performed at Club Ibex in
downtown San Jose on Tuesday.
Club Ibex is a newer addition to the
small list of places to catch live jazz in San
Jose.
With a very dark and intimate atmosphere, Ibex had a similar vibe to that of
Birdland in New York, where the audience
can sit inches from the stage.
The overall setting was quaint and personal, making the feel and touch of the
group very light and delicate.
One can sit and enjoy a drink while letting the music murmur in the background
if desired, although many come to listen
and watch the musicians.
Mehldau, Grenadier and Rossey
explored a form of jazz that emphasizes
emotion and musical communication.
Unlike most forms of music where
there is a dominant form and style,
Mehldau’s music is left open and can differ completely from performance to performance.

The music is very advanced extensions to add personal
fueled by the inspi- flavor and style to the tunes.
rations from each
The pulse of the music was constantly
musician channel- changing, while the melody floated in and
ing it together to out of the tune.
Rossey used a textural style on the
create a musical
conversation
drums to flavor the music rather than supbetween each other, plying a simple beat.
When Mehldau or Grenadier would
which is then communicated to the begin playing rhythmically, Rossey would
outline their licks creating multiple layers
audience.
This form of of polyrhythms (uncommon rhythms).
Althoug& he used a ’tbry smdir let Of
must
always
music
Mehldau
friendly to those drums, he used his hands, sticks end brushwho are not accus- es to create a whole miniature percussion
tomed to it or who do not have an appre- ensemble unto himself
In deep concentration Mehldau played
ciation for it.
It is often called avant-garde, or what with his eyes closed and his shoulders
musicians like to call music that is "out." raised.
In the beginning of the third tune
It is intended to translate tension and
Mehldau played an introduction that harrelease.
Mehldau’s style diverges far beyond monically masked the melody until the rest
organized music, both melodically and of the group joined.
This gave the tune a sense of mystery,
rhythmically.
Going so far out really exaggerates the which then gave the actual song more
change when the group comes back impact when it solidified with the group.
Mehldau finished the night with a
together again.
When the music returns to conformity, smooth ballad and left the audience mesmerized with his sense of style.
it releases the tension.
As the group stood from their instruMehldau, Grenadier and Rossey, with
ments, some audience members shook their
their
instruments,
complete control of
played around each other giving the heads in amazement.
A standing ovation followed :I, he quietmusic a sense of disarray.
Mehldau took simple lines and added ly retreated out the back door

I
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ing musicians and emcees from the
periodic table, then releasing them
to other ventures.
Scratch, the organic element, will
be laying down beats instead of
?uestlove, but not with drumsticks
or turntables.
He uses the capability of his most
notable orifice, his mouth. Scratch,
the vocal turntablist, uses his
mouth to create percussive beat, boxes and vocal turntable scratches.
Scratch will be accompanied by
Danophonic Dan (guitar), Radii
Maten (saxophone), Janotae M.
Slade (keyboards) and Daud El’
Bakara (horns).
Scratch premiered on The Roots’
third album, "Illadelph Halflife,"
and is on the subsequent release
"Things Fall Apart," which has the
same title as Nigerian author Chinua Achebe’s book concerned with
educating black Americans about
their African past and Portuguese
colonization.
Schoolz of Thought, also from
Philadelphia, will be opening for
Dice Raw and Scratch.
Schoolz of Thought won the 2000
Philadelphia Reader’s Choice Award
for "Best Local Hip-Hop Group."
Producer 88 Keys, who has
worked with Mos Def and The Pharcyde, currently assisted Schoolz of
Thought on its I2-inch single
"Worldwide MCs."
Tickets are $12 at the door and
$10 in advance at Streetlight
Records or afTicketWeb.com.

less
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Dice Raw and Scratch, two members from the Philadelphia, or
"Illadelph," collective The Roots, will
be digging in at The Usual at 8 p.m.
Saturday.
The Roots and their offspring
uphold a traditional live-instrumental approach to hip-hop, which dates
back to the early days of The Sugar
Hill Gang.
From 19f30 to 1982 Sugar Hill
used a studio band.
During that time they recorded
"Rapper’s Delight."
Dice Raw, known as the seventh
Root, gained his moniker from gambling in Philadelphia’s Logan Valley
area.
During that time, he began his
career with The Roots at age 15 on
the song " Lesson Pt. 1."
He is currently promoting his
freshman release, "Reclaiming the
Dead."
Although the title of Raw’s debut
sounds morbid, the album is not
about reclaiming dead bodies, but a
buried era of hip-hop.
Like the Roots aesthetic. Dice
Raw pays homage to the originators,
who were innovators, not imitators.
Noticeably absent from the "Live
From the 215" tour are frontman
Black Thought and drummer ?uestlove (that’s a Q).
As catalyst of The Roots crew, the
altered or rejected because of two act as neutrons giving and takcontent.
Jonathan Hiltz responded that
he expected ’not too much censorship," saying the festival would
’pick movies that are suitable but
also express vision."
To Union, that goes against
the purpose of creating a teen
Established
film
forum.
scriptwriters tend to be 40-yearolds out of touch with teen reality, she said.
"I think (the teen perspective>
needs to be seen. I think we need
to be appalled and shocked,"
Union said.
One news conference, and
already a controversy.
Otnut
ir P.r5 4100443tic Nituric Gairine.::
This festival appears to be on
Local Artwork a Non-r orrorate, Local 1.24o
its way.
Vrttui.e.rit run coqcop. antl. ga+.11P-ri_rig
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Toronto Teen Movie Festival searches for next big star
TORONTO (AP) Eric Lively
gets lots of fan mail, most of it
from teen-age admirers asking
how they can break into the
movie industry like him.
minuscule
Knowing
the
chances, the 19-year-old actor
who scored a role in the hit film
"American Pie" could offer little
more than a pithy "follow your
dream" response until now.
Lively and other young performers have accepted the role of
honorary board members for
-what is billed as the first international film festival for teen talent.
The Toronto International
-Teen Movie Festival scheduled
for Oct. 27-Nov. 4 will feature
films, commercials, music videos,
animation, screenplays, Web
sites, poster art, public service
about
:announcements just

anything that anyone wants to
submit, in just about any format.
Toronto
film
producer
Jonathan Hiltz, 25, his 23-yearold sister Naomi Hiltz and
Myles Shane, 26, thought up the
idea and secured sponsorship
from companies including Levi’s
and Trojan.
The idea is to let teen-agers
submit their own work and see
what happens. To Lively and the
other performers supporting the
cause, it means an opportunity
they never had.
"We’ve all been lucky to get
where we are," he said, giving
his shaggy head a shake. "But
something like this can make it
not so much luck. It can make it
more talent."
Submissions must arrive by
Aug. 1 to be judged, first by pan-

els that will include teen-agers
and then by the festival organizers and sponsors themselves.
Entries will be divided into two
age groups 19 to 13 years old,
and 13 and under.
It culminates in what organizers are calling a weeklong
block party at a Toronto movie
theater, where winners will be
announced and screened.
If successful. the festival
could spawn scholarships to university film programs for the
winners and bring deals and
agents for participants.
Gabrielle Union, another
honorary board member and a
rising star after her performance in the hit film "Bring It
On," raised the question of censorship at last week’s news conference announcing the festival,
asking if submissions would be
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Signing day yeilds 30
new Spartans for 2001
By Ben Aguirre Jr.
DAILY SPORTS EDITOR
When Fitz Hill was named
head coach of the San Jose State
University football team in
December, he placed an emphasis
on recruiting from California’s
pool of athletic talent.
Wednesday, he put his money
where his mouth is when he
announced the 30 members of his
2001 recruiting class, which
included 26 California natives.
"I knew when I took the job
that California would be our base
in recruiting," he said.
Hill, who was the assistant
coach at the University of
Arkansas in 2000, only had a
month to recruit because of his
late signing.
"I’m excited about what we’ve
accomplished in four weeks," Hill
said. "(I’m) just excited about
what we are going to do in the
next 52 weeks."
Of the Spartan recruits, 12
defensive players grace the list
one that includes projected
starters Adonis Forrest, a defensive lineman from Chabot College, and defensive end Jason
Hall from Santa Monica College.
Although Hill said he projects
them as starters, he also said
Forrest and Hall would have to
prove that they can play at the
Division I level.
"VVe are going to put the best
guys out there," he said. "So if
they are giving us the best
chance to win, they will play."
Noting that Forrest has been

high on his list, Hill said he has
had his eye on the defensive lineman since last season.
"I recruited him at Arkansas,"
Hill said. "I had actually sigaed
him at Arkansas last year. (We
are) very fortunate to have him
here with us. He hasn’t been
coached, so we are going to work
with him and make him the best
he can be."
Defensively, the Spartans
were able to sign four linemen,
one defensive end, two linebackers, four cornerbacks and a safety.
"We want to upgrade our
defense," Hill said. "I think we
were last in the nation last year,
so we can’t go anywhere but up."
While Hill focused on defense,
he also heavily recruited for the
offensive side.
He brought in a quarterback,
two running backs, two fullbacks, two tight ends, four wide
receivers and seven offensiive
linemen.
Among the offensive linemen
were David Bridgewater and
Charles Dehoney.
Bridgewater, a 6-foot-3-inch,
280-pound center, said one of the
reasons he chose SJSU was Hill’s
positive attitude.
"When I came here on my
recruiting trip, Coach Hill said,
’We’re going to put the paper on
the wall and a ring on your finger,"’ Bridgewater said.
Hailing from southern California, Bridgewater said moving
to San Jose was a big change, but
that it wasn’t intimidating.

Looking forward to this season,
Bridgewater said he would do
anything that would help the
tearn.
"I’m easy to coach," he said.
"You could coach me to run the
ball, but Fm not going to run the
ball because I don’t have that
kind of speed."
Joining Bridgewater on the
offensive line. will be 6-foot-l-inch
Charles Dehoney.
Dehoney, a business management major, said his reasons for
joining the team were the offense
and the positive outlook of the
season.
"On the offensive line, you’d
love to play football with a guy
like Deonce Whitaker," Dehoney
said. "I’ve watched that guy on
TV the last couple years, and now
just the prospect of blocking for
him, as well as some of the other
offensive weapons on this team.
It’s just exciting to come to a place
like this."
For the future, Dehoney said
SJSU was a place he would like to
be at.
"(SJSU is) a program that not
only has the potential, but the
aspirations to go above and
beyond just the WAC championship." Dehoney said. "They’d
like to take on some big boys and
play some real big time college
football."
Looking to improve on their 7
5 record from last season, the
Spartans are scheduled to open
the 2001 season against the University of Southern California
Trojans on Sept. 1.

2001 SPARTAN FOOTBALL RECRUITS
NAME

POS HT. INT. YR.

Ethan Allen
Jamaal Allen
Rodney Anderson

TE
LB
DL

Jarrha Bolden
David Bridgewater

6-2
6-2
6-3

240
216
277

JR
FR
JR

PREVIOUS SCHOOL
Diablo Valley College
Montclair Prep
Santa Monica College

5-11 175
6-3 280

FR

Horizon High School

312

San Bernardino Valley College
Scripps Ranch High School

Clarence Cunningham

RB

5-10 168

FR

Charles Dehoney

OL

6-1

JR

Palomar College

Orlando Evans

6-0
5-7
6-1
5-10
6-2
6-4

155
240
175
305
230

SO
FR

Solano College

Lamar Ferguson
Tony Ficklin
Shuan Fletcher
Adonis Forrest
Jason Hall

QB
RB
FB
CB
DL
DE

FR
JR
JR
JR

Central High School
Palomar College
Chabot College
Santa Monica College

Dennis Hart
Nathan Hughes

TE
CB

6-1 216
5-11 185

JR
FR

Compton College
Horizon High School

Kevin Israel

OL

307

JR
JR

Allan Hancock College
Fresno City College
Fresno City College

287
185

Dorsey Mitchell
Paul Okumu

6-2
WR 6-2
WR 6-1
DL 6-4
WR 6-0
FB
6-0
6-1
OL 6-3
OT 6-4
LB
6-0

Charles Pauley

WR

5-9

Josh Powell
John Toensfeldt

CB

6-1

OL

6-7

FR

Deon Washington

DL

Eric Wilson

CB

6-3 314
5-10 190

Layton Johnson
Frank Jordan
Chip Kimmich
Larry Kirven
Jonathan McDaniel
Mark Manning
Kevin Meyers

196
180
240
172
240
280
286

JR
JR
FR
JR
FR
JR
So

Inglewood High School

Saddleback College
South High School
Compton College
Westlake High School
Grossmont College

JR

Compton College
Mt. San Antonio College

151

JR

Citrus College

185
277

FR
JR

Ridgeview High School
Ayala High School
Compton College

FR

Alta Loma High School

327
239

Seminoles, Tigers sign nation’s best players in recruiting season
Assoc IATF.D PRESS
Watch out. LSU is on the prowl
again.
Coach Nick Saban parlayed a
strong finish to his first season at
LSU int,o (lie of the country’s top
recruiting Classes on Wednesday,
signingguisPhigh school All-Anter- leans and nine of the 10 top-rated
players in Louisiana.
While Florida Stat,e came away
as the clear-cut winner in Recruiting Wars 2001, LSU made an
impressive showing.
Parade Magazine All-Americans Michael Clayton, a tight end,
and Marcus Spears, a wide receiver, joined USA Today All-Americans Marquise Hill, a defensive
end, and Andrew Whitworth, an
offensive lineman, on LSU’s
impressive list of 27 signees on
the first day players could sign letters of intent. All four are from
Louisiana.
The Tigers traveled, too, signing California quarterback Rick
Clausen, Tennessee quarterback
Casey’s younger brother, plus a
couple of blue-chippers from Florida and Texas.
"LSU cleaned up the state, got
a bunch of All-Americans, went to
California and got Clausen and
went to Florida and Texas and got
two really good players from each
state," MEIX Emfinger of Covington, La. -based National Blue
Chips, said. "I don’t know how
they did it, but this is the best
class in the country."
Saban, who left Michigan State
after the 1999 season, obviously
impressed high school stars that
playing in Baton Rouge, in front of
90,000 fans in Death Valley, is the
way to go. LSU went 8-4 in 2000,
including a bowl win over Georgia
Tech.
"To come to the SEC, with a
new staff and have a pulse on the
recruiting game here says something about him," Allen Wallace of
Laguna Beach, Calif. -SuperPrep
magazine said.
Emfinger ranked LSU first and
Florida State second, while Wallace and two other recruiting
experts Tom Lemming and
Bobby Burton tabbed the Seminoles easy winners and the Tigers
getting a second and two thirdplaces from the trio.
"Recruiting is not an exact science," Saban said. "Football is different from any other sport it is
almost like picking puppy dogs.
When you take the pick of the litter, it will always take two or three
years to know what that dog is
supposed to be like."
Florida State lost to Oklahoma
in the national title game in the
Orange Bowl, but with coach
Bobby Bowden calling signals, the
Seminoles corralled three high
school All-Americans in quarterback Joe Mauer, running back
Eric Shelton and linebacker
Chauncey Davis.
"It’s a slam dunk for Florida

State," Wallace said. "They completely dominated the state, and
that means they completely dominated the nation. Nobody else
comes close."
Added Burton of Rivals100.com,
Bobby Bowden is the ultimate
glaser..."They mcky not, win the
national title every year, but they
certainly have the talent to get to
the big game every year.Mauer, from the same high
school in St. Paul. Minn., as
departed Heisman Trophy winner
Chris Weinke, threw for 5,528
yards and 73 touchdowns in two
years. He also is a star catcher
and could be a first-round pick in
June’s baseball draft.
"Regardless of who the assistant coaches are. Bobby is the
man and he still gets the great
players," Lemming of Schaumburg, Ill. -based Prep Football
Report said. "By far, they have the
most talented class in the country."
The ’Noles signed nine of the
top 13 players in Florida, according to SuperPrep’s ratings
Davis (Auburndale), defensive
backs Jerome Carter (Lake City)
and Gerard Ross (Jacluionville),
quarterback Adrian McPherson
(Bradenton), linebacker Willie
Jones (Miami ), offensive linemen
Andrew Henry-Kenon (Tallahassee), Ron Lunford (Jacksonville)
and Matt Meinrod (Tarpon
Springs) and wide receiver
Craphonso Thorpe (Tallahassee).
"This is probably as thon ugh a
group as we’ve signed around
here, Bowden said.
The Seminoles and Tigers
weren’t alone in striking recruiting gold.
Michigan, Oklahoma and
Texas can celebrate, too. All three
finished just below the Seminoles
and Tigers.
Among 25 schools with new
coaches, Ohio State drew mixed
reviews with Jim Tressel replacing John Cooper, and Miami had a
decent class despite Butch Davis
departing last week and assistant
Larry Coker replacing him.
The Buckeyes kept several top
recruits at home, including
Parade All-American running
back Maurice Hall, and they also
signed running back Lydell Ross
from Tampa, Fla., who was leaning toward Notre Dame.
Miami, which returned to the
national title picture this past

season, hung on to some previous Wolverines coach Lloyd Carr said. lists. The Nittany Lions’ biggest Robinson, viewed by Tech as a
commitments in signing line- "That’s really the greatest chal- failure was losing Kevin Jones of replacement for Michael Vick,
Chester, Pa., one of the nation’s passed for 1,281 yards and 15 TDs
backer Leon Williams from lenge."
Texas signed a pair of top 25- top-rated running backs who and ran for 1,056 yards and 12 TDs
Brooklyn, N.Y., and local running
back Frank Gore. The Hurricanes rated players in running back signed with Virginia Tech. Jones as a senior. But Virginia Tech
also won out over Clemson in Cedric Benson of Midland and ran for 1,606 yards and 18 TDs in signed another top quarterback in
Bryan Randall, who threw for
signing-linebacker Roger McIn- offensive lineman Jonathan Scott his senior season.
The Lions beat the Hokies for 1.301 yards and 14 TDs and ran
of Dallas.
tosh from Gaffney, S.C.
Penrigrafi, -a-fter a 5-7 season, quarterback Michael Robinson, from for 1,012 yards and another 14
Also faring well was the Pacific-10 Conference, led by Washing- was missing from most Top 10 Richmond, Va. The 6-3, 210-pound TDs.
ton and UCLA, with a strong
showing from Oregon State, Stanford and USC under new coach
Pete Carroll.
Among the Pac-10’s scores
Shaun Cody, USA Today’s defensive player of die year, chose USC
over Notre Dame.
Florida, which won the recruiting race last year, was not among
the top 10 due to a limited
amount of scholarships available.
The Gators signed 17 players, but
also lost out on three prized
recruits wide receiver Fred
Gibson chose Georgia, Ross went
for the Buckeyes and defensive
lineman Torran Williams picked
LSU.
The Irish, meanwhile, did not
sign many high-profile players
and managed a No. 13 rating
from Lemming, who said higher
academic standards was the reason.
"They finished 13th, and that’s
good for anyone else but Notre
Dame," Lemming said. "But they
were competing with the Stanfords and Northwesterns rather
than the Florida States, Tennessee and Michigans. That’s an
indication of raised academic
standards rather than a lack of
effort."
The Sooners’ prize recruit could
turn out to be defensive lineman
Tommie Harris, a 6-foot-3, 275pounder from Killeen, Texas, a
player the Longhorns coveted.
Winning a national title has a way
of helping, too.
"The exposure’s been great and
it’s helped us in recruiting," Oklahoma coach Bob Stoops said. "All
these young men want to win
championship and they realize
here at Oklahoma they’re going to
have that opportunity."
Michigan signed three USA
Today MI-Amertcans running
back Kelly Baraka of Portage,
Mich., and defensive backs Marlin
A Major, Double Major, or Minor in a foreign language will
Jackson of Sharon, Pa., and Ernest
enhance your chances of success in your chosen c,areer
Shazor of Detroit.
"It’s easier to get them, than it
Also you may qualify for a
is to build them into a team,"

Get More By Learning a

Foreign Language
$2500 available for Majors
$1500 available for Minors

Japanese

Chinese
French

t:

Portuguese

German

Punjabi

Greek

Russian

Hebrew

Spanish

Italian

Delicious Chinese Cuisine

META MARION GOLDSMITH SCHOLARSHIP

FOOD TO GO
Mandarin if
Cllifillf
Lunch and Dinner
Open Daily -closed Sunday

BOX i 1111011’S to Go
Catering Available

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

MOOQ’a
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

Contact the coordinators of the above languages
by calling the Department of Foreign Languages
924-4602, Sweeney Hall Room 219,
www.sjsu.eduiforlang

1
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Spartans take two bites out of Gators
By George Moore
DAILY STAFF WRI1ER
After losing four of its first
five games, the Spartan softball
team redeemed itself Wednesday, sweeping San Francisco
State University in a doubleheader.
In winning both games, the
Spartans improved their record
to 3-4, closing in on .500.
In the first game, San Jose
State University pitcher Sabrina
Quintero had 11 strikeouts on
her way to a victory but gave up
two big homers to Natalie
Batista.
"I was frustrated," Quintero
said. "I had to fight against the
wind and the umpire today. She
did a good job of staying with my
pitches."
As it turned out, Batista’s two
homers were all the runs SFSU
would score all day.
Batista’s first homer came in
the second inning, a crushing
two-out blow that put SFSU on
the scoreboard first.
In the bottom of the fourth,
SJSU outfielder Jackie Jimenez
led off with a single up the middle, just out of shortstop Amber
Miraya’s reach.
After Jimenez stole second
base, Rocky Staniorski grounded
to the shortstop.
A throwing error by Miraya
allowed Jimenez to score easily
from second, tying the game 11.
It wasn’t until the top of the
seventh inning when Batista
stepped to the plate and hit an
almost identical shot over the
left center-field fence, making
the score 2-1.
But second baseman Amy
Walter gave the Spartans a
spark.
Leading off in the bottom of San lose State University’s Jackie Jimenez stole second base header Wednesday. The Spartans
the seventh, she barely cleared against San Francisco State University in game one of a double and 7-0.
the left-field fence, her first of
In game two, the Spartans
two home runs on the day. Her the Gators in the top of the inning.
Outfielder Katie Gomes sacri- came out swinging.
solo shot forced an extra eighth, taking them down in
Baldridge led off with a single
ficed her to third, and outfielder
inning.
order.
International
tiebreaking Heather Sindlinger hit the ball in the bottom of the first, then
"I haven’t been swinging well
lately. Hopefully, today’s effort rules allowed SJSU shortstop to the Gator pitcher, who made stole second.
Staniorski hit a double that
will get me back on track," Wal- Becca Baldridge to retain her an errant throw to first, allowing
spot at second base, because she Baldridge to score the winning allowed her to score, giving
ter said.
SJSU an early 1-0 lead.
Quintero made quick work of was stranded in the previous run.

Baseball team hits road for tourney
By Julian .1. Ramos
1),, ,
wain a
After beginning the season
with a five-game home stand, the
Spartans will travel to San Luis
Obispo on Friday for the J. Carroll Classic at Cal Poly.
In their first-ever appearance
at the second annual classic, the
Spartans will face the University
of Missouri, Pepperdine University and Cal Poly.
Piraro said Missouri is usually
in the top upper third in the Big
12 Conference. Pepperdine is
currently undefeated with a 4-0
record and are ranked 15th by
Baseball America in their college
baseball poll. San Jose State University is not ranked in Baseball
America’s Top 25.
"They are an outstanding
team," Piraro said of the Waves.
"One of the best teams on the
West Coast."

See you later, Gators
The 13-0 win against San
Francisco State University on
Tuesday was the first shutout of
the season for the Spartan baseball team. After taking two of
three games from UC Santa Barbara over the weekend. including
a 23-10 rout. head coach Sam
Piraro wanted to see improvement on the mound.
"One of our goals was to do a
better job pitching," Piraro said.

"We wanted to make a statement
that we can stop people."
Piraro used five pitchers in
the game, among them Tim Adinolfi, who picked up the win and
is now 1-1.

Dynamic Duo

Arounti
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So far this season, Junior Ruiz
and Gabe Lopez have been a
strong 1-2 punch offensively at
the top of the batting order for
San Jose State University.
"I can’t ask for more from my
1-2 guys," Piraro said.
Left fielder Ruiz and second
baseman Lopez have put pressure on opponents immediately,
Piraro said. With each player
taking a minimum of four to five
at bats per game, they have been
the offensive leaders early in the
season.
Ruiz leads the team with a
.571 batting average and 10
RBIs. Lopez is hitting an even
.500 and has seven RBIs. They
share the lead for home runs
with shortstop Ryan Adams
with two.

"We were in every game,Enabenter said. "Good efforts by
our pitchers gave us chances to
win. Hitting was missing from
the puzzle."
One of the four teams at the
tournament was UCLA. The Bruins are the top-ranked team in
the nation and playing against a
team at that level is an important experience for a young team,
Enabenter said.
"You need to play teams of
that caliber," Enabenter said.

Looking back

Sunday at Stanford

Despite a 1-4 record to start
the softball season. head coach
Dee Dee Enabenter said her
pitching staff was able to keep
them competitive in the Early
Bird Tournament hosted by
SJSU on Feb. 2 and Feb. 3.

On Sunday, the Spartans will
travel to Stanford to take on the
Cardinal. Stanford is undefeated with a 3-0 record. The Spartans have dropped four straight
games to Stanford in the ’mit two
seasons.
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Home Cooking
The Spartans will begin a
three-game homestand against
Cal State Sacramento at 1 p.m.
Tuesday at the SJSU Field.
Games against Santa Clara University and Sonoma State University fill out the remainder of the
homestand. Playing at home early
in the season helps build team’s
confidence, Enabenter said.
"VVe are trying to emphasize
effort and the process it takes to
set up a win," Enabenter said. "It
also helps us build fan support.
People want to watch a winner."

Walter stepped to the plate
and cracked another homer,
making the score 3-0.
After two scoreless innings,
SJSU infielder Monica Facio
tripled to the right -center
fence.
Infielder Karlie Reiss then
doubled to right center, scoring
Facio, which paved the way for a
Spartan four-run sixth inning.
Akin, who had two strikeouts,
said she does not consider herself to be an overpowering pitcher.
"I’m not a strikeout pitcher,"
Akin said. "I just throw it in
there hard and low and make
them put it into play."
The Spartans are on a twogame win streak, but have put it
into perspective. ’This is just a
steppingstone to our ultimate
goal," Walter said.
Akin agreed, adding: "It was
definitely progress."
The Spartans’ next contest
will be on the road, as they are
scheduled to face Stanford at 12
p.m. Sunday in Palo Alto.

SPARTAN SOFTBALL

Box
AB R H RBI
5 0 0 0

NAME (POS)
Gomes, rt
Sindlinger, If
Jimenez, cf
Staniorski, c
Ramos, 3b
Walter, 2b
Saldana, dh
Lilly, lb
Baldndge, ss
Fano, ph/2b
Reiss, lb
Foster, dh
()avid Royal !Ult. Stall
went on to win both games 3-2
That would be all they needed, as Candice Akin would pitch
seven shutout innings.
In the third inning, Baldridge
led off again and reached first on
a walk, stole second and
advanced to third on a wild
pitch.

7
4
7
5
7
3
2
5
2
3
3
53

TOTALS

1
1
0
0
2
0
0
4
1
1
0
10

2B Walter (1); Staniorski
(1). 3B- Facio (1).
HR - Walter, 2 (2).
SE1 - Sindlinger; Baldndge,
2; Gomes; Jimenez.
PITCHING IP H R
Quintero (G1) 8 3 2
Ca. Akin (G2) 8 6 0

1
1
1
0
5
0
0
3
1
2
1
15

(1); Reiss
3; Walter,

ER 50
2
0

health," Cortinch said. "lie just
decided to go in another direction
at this point."
Smith, who will turn 29 next
month, played only one full 16game season during his career and
had his third knee operation last

week.
Cornrich said he had been optimistic that Smith, who was close
with Vikings coach Dennis Green,
would re-sign with the team
despite some salary cap problems
and the lure of the open market.

De La Hoya says he’s
ready for ring again
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Oscar De La Hoya said. ’That’s the whole
De La Hoya proclaimed his eight- idea of this. We’re in negotiations;
month vacation over and said he we’re talking."
wants to "get back on top of the boxHoward Rose of Univision Sports
ing game."
said De La Hoya’s representatives
"I was never retired: he said. "I wa.s have made an offer to HBO, but he
on a little vacation to regroup so I declined to talk specifics.
could relax physically and mentally’
"The fight is going to happen,"
De La Hoya on Wednesday for- Rose said. ’We’re not going to break
mally announced a 12-round wel- the law. We’ll win in court."
tenveight fight with former IBF
HBO’s deal with De La Hoya is
junior lightweight champion believed to still have from five to eight
Arturo Gatti for March 24 at the fights, induding thcee on TVICO, the
MGM Grand in Las Vegas.
nenvork’s pay-per-view ann.
Promoters indicated the fight
On Jan. 12, a federal judge in Los
would be televised on HBO, but Angeles granted De La Hoya’s
that remains in doubt.
request to void his contract vtith
The cable network filed federal Bob Arum, his longtime promoter.
court papers in New York on Feb. 2 De La Hoya then announced he will
seeking a declaratory judgment be promoted by Jerry Perenchio,
that affirms HBO’s multifight who owns Univision, the countries
agreement with De La Hoye.
leading Spanish -language TV net"I would love to fight on HBO: work.

: I

’
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in Bilingual Communication Disorlers
Spani5h, Vellamese, Chirne, Parsi art Tatyiog

Editor’s Note: "Around the
Horn" ts the Spartan Datly
baseball and softball notebook.
It appears Thursdays. BA.

He said Smith wasn’t concerned
about walking away from a big
free-agent payday.
"He would’ve had unlimited
financial opportunities," Cornrich
said. "But this was not a financial
decision:

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA.

GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL
IN MEXICO SINCE 1952
golden annuteciasii aiming Seat
6.week sessions
Intensive Spanish

July 2 August 9 or July 9 August 16, 2001
( I si thru 6th semesters) Eam 6-8 units of credit

3 -week sessions
Intensive Spanish

July 2 July 20 or July 9 July 27, 2001
list thru 4Ih semeslerst Eam 4 units of credit

5 week session

July 9 August 8, 2001
Upper clrvisron Span,sh, literature & nem as well as
Menco-related courses in Anthropology, Political Si:tenet
Sociology. and Bilingual Education

Call for applications

Fur intormation or application, contact:

Guadalajara Summer School The University of Arizona
P.O. Box 40966 Tucson, Arizona 85717* Phone: (520)621-5137
E-Mail: gss@u.arizona.edu
Home Page: www.coh.arizona.edu/gss

2
3

Time - 2:32, Attendance - 325
* Boxscore reflects both penes

NFC’s leading rusher retires due to injuries
’MINNEAPOLIS (API Robert
Smith. who led the NFC in rushing
with the Minnesota Vikings last
season, is retiring after a career
marked by a series of injuries.
His agent, Neil Cornrich, said
Smith has decided to "embark on
another aspect of his professional
life."
"I think he has many opportunities," Comnch said. -He hasn’t narrowed the field down. VVhatever he
eventually chooses, I think he will
excel."
Among the choices could Is
medical school. Smith was pre
med at Ohio State and has mug
gested at times that he might go
that route.
Smith, who was the leading
rusher in Vikings history with
6.818 yards in eight seasons, didn’t
give a reason for his decision, first
renorter1Wednewlav in the (Cleve -

1
0
1
0
4
0
0
1
0
1
0
I

(408) 924-3680
/
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NOISE: KSJS
’cle-amplifies’ while
Greeks break rule
continued from Page 1
of getting the station into trouble.
He emphasized that KSJS is a
department, and that he "wanted
to get around the rule the
right way."
The station responded to the
ordinance by "de-amplifying" its
broadcasts by using headphones.
On the first day of instruction,
KSJS premiered the six new
headsets while broadcasting live.
With the headphones set up
on a table, listeners were able to
hear their own voices while
broadcasting on the air.
Martinez said he didn’t know
what to expect but that "everything turned out all right."
He said he sees fraternities
breaking the noise ordinance,
but he doesn’t understand why
they don’t get in trouble for it.
Fraternities and sororities
have their own recruitment
process, and just like KSJS, they
do what they need to in order to
recruit new members.
This includes playing amplified music to get attention.
During the first weeks of
school, numerous fraternities,
sororities and clubs set tables up
outside the Student Union in an
effort to recruit new members.
Aris Austria, a Beta Chapter
member, lowered the music
blasting from the stereo on his
fraternity’s table.
He said some members of his
fraternity knew about the noise
ordinance, but the freshman said
he wasn’t aware of what it
entailed.
The Sigma Nu fraternity said
they had no knowledge of the
noise ordinance either.
"No one’s ever come up to us
about it," said Darin Gile, a
member of the fraternity.
Zeta Chi Epsilon member Jerwin Garcia also said that
although he wasn’t aware of the
ordinance, "Everybody else does
it."
There’s an exception to the
ordinance.
"During rush week, we loosen
the rules," said Terry Gregory,
the Student Union manager.
He added that for about two
weeks, fraternities, sororities
and, clubs are allowed to do
things they aren’t normally per’Mated to do as long as they
aren’t disruptive.
Paul Yu from the Pi Alpha Phi
fraternity said Student Union
officials have come out to complain about the music, but that
the officials "don’t really say anything."
Martinez said the reason
behind KSJS’ continuous effort
to broadcast in the amphitheater
is to recruit more students into
the department.
The television, radio, film,
theater department has a 60- to
70-percent turnover rate, Martinez said.
For every student they
recruit, Martinez said, six to 10
students leave the department.
They get about 100 to 150 students each semester, with new
faces at KSJS each time, Martinez said.
Martinez compared the KSJS
recruitment process to the way
fraternities and sororities recruit
their members.
"We rush like fraternities and
sororities, but we actually offer
units," Martinez said.
David Pirtle, KSJS’ subversive rock music director, also
known as "Madman," broadcasted live Jan. 31 in the Student
Union Arnphitheater.
The
performance
didn’t
attract a lot of people, Pirtle said.
"I think not having amplified
sound made it more personal," he
said. "Not forcing people to hear
118 made it slightly less offensive."

Space shuttle
Atlantis launched
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Space shuttle Atlantis
(AP)
blasted off Wednesday with the
most expensive and pivotal piece
of the international space station: a $1.4 billion science laboratory.
Atlantis and its crew of five
soared into a clear sky at 6:13
p.m., with a rising full moon in
the background and the setting
sun turning the exhaust trail a
beautiful gold and peach. The
plume cast a rainbow-like shadow that seemed to stretch all the
way to the moon.
"We wish you luck as you
deliver the heart and soul of the
international space station
and have fun," launch director
Mike Leinbach told the astronauts moments before liftoff.
The future of the space station, Alpha, is riding on the 11day mission, three weeks late
because of the need to inspect
wiring on the shuttle’s boosters.
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Wife of aviator Charles Lindbergh dies at 94
MONTPELIER, Vt. ( AP)
Anne Morrow Lindbergh, the
wife of aviator Charles A. Lindbergh, who became his co-pilot
and wrote extensively about their
pioneering adventures in flight,
died at her rural Vermont home
Wednesday. She was 94.
Lindbergh died in her home in
Passumpsic about 30 miles northeast of the state capital, according to her son-in-law Nathaniel
Tripp.
"Mother died quietly in her
second home in Vermont with her
family around her," said Reeve
Lindbergh, the youngest of the
Lindbergh children, in a statement issued by the family foundation.
Lindbergh, who published 13
books of memoirs, fiction, poems
and essays, also had a secluded
home in Darien, Conn.
A painfully shy woman, she
was thrown into the spotlight of
her famous husband immediately
after they met in 1927, shortly
after he made his famous solo

flight across the Atlantic. She
was a senior at Smith College. He
took her flying on their first date;
they were engaged within a year.
She soon became her husband’s co-pilot, co-navigator and
radio operator. The couple’s
flights across oceans and around
the world fascinated the American public.
In 1932, the already-famous
Lindberghs drew worldwide
attention when their first child,
20-month -old Charles Jr., was
kidnapped and murdered.
In an introduction to her journals, she affectionately recalled
her famous fiance as "a knight in
shining armor, with myself as his
devoted page."
Charles Lindbergh and Anne
Morrow were married on May 27,
1929, in a private ceremony at
the Morrow residence in Englewood, N.J. The couple had six
children together. Charles Lindbergh died in 1974 and is buried
at Palapala Hoomau Church on
Maui where the Lindberghs once

many of them autobiographical,
including five volumes of diaries
and letters that gave detailed
accounts of the Lindberghs’ lives
from the 1920s through the
1940s.
In an introduction to "Hour of
Gold, Hour of Lead," the volume
covering the years 1929-32, she
wrote of the joy flying gave her:
"Flying was a very tangible freedom. In those days, it was beauty,
adventure, discovery the epitome of breaking into new worlds."
In the same book, she wrote of
the pain she and her husband felt
after the body of their son was
discovered in May 1932, 10 weeks
after the sleeping baby was kidnapped from the Lindberghs’
newly built house near Princeton,
N.J.
"We sleep badly and wake up
and talk. I dreamed right along as
I was thinking all of one piece,
no relief I was walking down a
suburban street seeing other people’s children and I stopped to see
one in a carriage and I thought it

had a home.
From 1929 to 1935, the Lindberghs flew across the United
States on tours promoting air
travel as a safe and convenient
method of transportation.
In 1930, she became the first
American woman to get a glider
pilot’s license.
On their flights, while her husband sat in the front seat, Lindbergh was in the rear seat, perating the radio and gathering
weather conditions and landing
information.
On April 20, 1930, the Lindberghs set a transcontinental
speed record, flying from Los
Angeles to New York in 14 hours
and 45 minutes. Anne Lindbergh
was seven months pregnant at
the time.
In 1934, Lindbergh was the
first woman to win the National
Geographic Society’s Hubbard
Gold Medal for distinction in
exploration, research and discovery.
Lindbergh published 13 books,

was a sweet child, but I was looking for my child in his face. And I
realized, in the dream, that I
would do that forever. And I went
on walking heavy and sad and
woke heavy and sad."
Among her other books were
"Gift from the Sea," a 1955 bestselling collection of essays; "The
War Within and Without," memoirs covering the years 19391944, when Charles Lindbergh
was criticized as being pro-Nazi;
and "Listen! the Wind," chronicling the Lindberghs’ 1933 trip to
Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavia,
Russia, Europe, Africa and South
America.
Lindbergh, who struggled
throughout her life to maintain
her family’s privacy, wrote of her
disdain for the media spotlight: "I
was quite unprepared for this
cops-and -robbers pursuit, an
aspect of publicity that has
become a common practice with
public figures. I felt like an
escaped convict. This was not
freedom."

IMAGINE HAVING
T E ENERGY
TO ACTUALLY
DO ALL
THOSE THINGS
RUMORED
OUT YOIL
n
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Eat with your heads
If what they’re saying is true, then you could use BALANCE GOLD: It has a 40-30-30 ratio of carbs, protein
and dietary fat which provides your body with energy. And who knew there are 23 vitamins and
minerals in all those peanuts, caramel and rich chocolate flavor. To learn more, log on to Balance.com.
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Witness to fatal dog attack watched through peephole
SAN FRANCISCO AP) - At
least one other person may have
witnessed the fatal mauling of a
college lacrosse coach, and the
victim’s partner says it wasn’t the
first attack.
An elderly neighbor has come
forward, saying she witnessed the
fatal attack through a peephole
in her door, San Francisco Police
Lt. Henry Hunter said Wednesday.
The woman, whom police have

not identified, said she was too
scared to go outside, but said the
"dogs were banging against her
door so hard she put the chain
up," because she was afraid they
would break it down, Hunter
said.
Sharon Smith said her partner
of seven years, Diane Whipple, a
33-year-old coach at St. Mary’s
College, had been bitten once
before by one of the mastiffCanary Island dogs in their

FA X : 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

apartment foyer. Smith said the
dog lunged for Whipple’s wrist
last month and bit down on her
sports watch, which prevented
serious injury.
"She was terrified of the dogs,*
Smith said.
Smith, a vice president at the
Charles Schwab investment firm,
has hired lawyer and former
Alameda County prosecutor
Michael Cardoza to monitor the
district attorney’s investigation

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business. Perfect
for students. Earn $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No experience
necessary. Over 21, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
negotiable. 408-971-0244.

EMPLOYMENT
General

CHECK CASHING TELLER P/T
& W/E Cash handling desirable OFFICE ASSISTANT: small office.
phones. reservations. light
or will train Call Ed 866-7575
computer, good phone skills.
PURCHASING & INVENTORY flexible hours. 408-292-7876
Coordinator tor Saratoga Spa.
Stock. inventory counts, order AUTOCAD DRAFTER - part
products. meet vendors. Flex time position for student
schedule 20+ hours per week. involved in the Industrial
Exp preferred, computer literate Technology Program to work
& attention to detail a must. with busy engineers just one
Fax- 408-741-4901, or E-mail. block from the campus. Need
an energetic self-starting. self smorales eharmorue .com
motivated person with AuloCAD
SECRETARY 10am -3pm, M-F release 14 experience. Fax
Downtown church next to SJSU. resume to (408)297-2995 or
W/P phones, gen office routine. email to: info@ salasobrien.com
Call 294-4564 for further info.
FOOD SERVICE / HOST
OFFICE - PROGRAM ASST. ESPRESSO BAR. FT & PT
Flexible Hours / Good Wages avail Busy restaurant in S’vale
All shifts Flex hrs. $9.75410:00
Contact "Kids to Camp
hour. to start. Call Wendy
408-971-6000
kidstocamp4110hotmaitcom 733-9331 or 733.9446.

WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
BE AN EGG DONOR
Family Fertility Center
is seeking bright, responsible.
non-smoking women ages 21-30
with good medical history
Generous compensation
1-800-939-6886

the floor and ripping at her
throat with his teeth as KnoIler
tried to restrain him. Another
dog, Hera, tugged at her clothes,
police have said. Whipple died
later that evening at the hospital.
The canines involved in Whipple’s death are part of a fightingdog ring in which dogs were bred
for such jobs as protecting illicit
drug labs. The ring was run by
two white supremacist inmates
at Pelican Bay State Prison, and

CEA S S IF I ED

CHILDREN’S THEATER
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
WORKSHOP
Friendly. Alert. Considerate
Needs Leaders - We Train.
We Train. Student Friendly.
1-10 hours per week.
All Shifts. Graveyard Bonus
Reliable transportation needed.
408- 247-4827
Good Pay. Must have
experience working with children. STAR ONE CREDIT UNION.
Sunnyvale. Be a part of the
Call Carol 408-265-5096.
CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring Fax resumes to 408-265-8342. largest Credit Union in Santa
for Servers, Bartenders, Bussers
Clara County. We are looking
Hosts. No experience necessary.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
for great employees who want
Apply 41 Valley fair Mall 2-4pm,
Part-time. Flexible hours.
to join our winning team. We
Mon. -Fri. or call 408-260-1100.
otter generous compensation &
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose. benefits, including medical, dental,
PLANET GRANITE ROCK
Inner City Express
vision, life, 401k, a retirement
CLIMBING. Flex Schedule, PT 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose plan, discount employee loans
or FT. Will Train. Bring a resume
& education assistance. These
to Dave, 2901 Mead Ave. Santa
EMERY WORLDWIDE
benefits are also available to
Clara. 408-727-2777.
Customer Service Agent
part-time employees who work
Entry level Data Entry 55 wpm 20 hours or more a week.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR for
$11.50414.50 pr hour
TELLER - Code: 122SD
Neighborhood Young People’s
800am to 5:00pm
Fulltime/Part-Time,
Theater project. 20 hours/week Please call Kim at 408-922-7242. No Weekends, No Sales Quotas.
408-294-4564.
Process and balance member
WAITPERSON NEEDED
transactions.
Requires HS
EXPANDING CO: Meaningful Evening & Weekend Shifts Avail. diploma and 6 months teller
work, help dev disabled adults
Salary + Tips + Meals.
experience or extensive cash
live independent lives. $9+.
Apply in person.
handling skills.
248-4464x10
Britannia Arms
STATEMENT / SUPPORT
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose
Code 129SD
STUDENT UNION
Assist with high volume mail
JOB OPENINGS!
CASHIERS NEEDED
processing, verifying incoming
Looking for a great place to Full or Part Time, Evenings - mail deposts & loan payments
work? The Student Union, Inc. has Weekends. Apply in person or for accuracy. Post transactions
the following job opportunities call Ofelia at (408) 295-3964. to appropriate accounts. Assist
that are just right for you!
in mail distribution & metering.
Copy/Technical Writer
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. PT/FT Process change of address
Bowling Center Desk Person Accounting, Bookkeeping or HR requests and check reorders.
& Pinchaser
experience a plus. QuickBooks Must possess good working
*Building Supervisor
knowledgeable. Fax resume to: knowledge of computers and
Fitness/Entry Assistant
408-741.4901,
or
E-mail: Microsoft Windows programs,
*Maintenance Assistant
smorales@eharmonie.com.
including Word. Good commu*Event Services -Office Assist.
nication and customer service
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
Lifeguard
skills. Desirable to have held a
Full Or Part Time - $12/hr
*Sound & Lighting Technician
similar position for at least one
Flex hours. Will train
Ticket Seller
year in a financial institution.
408-768-0566
Our exciting jobs speak for
Please send resumes to
themselves! Come in for an
jm@starone.org or fax to 408ACUFACTS
SECURITY
application at the Student Union
756-2565 & include job code.
Great for Students!
Administration Office located on
Apply Online!
the 3rd floor of the Student
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
F/T & P/T.
Union Building. Our office hours
Local valet company in search
Top Pay / Benefits
are from 9am-5pm and we’re
of enthusiastic and energetic
Call Sandy at 408-286.5880.
open through lunch! Or if you’re
individuals to work at nearby
www acufacts.com
too busy, apply online to
malls. hotels & private events.
www.union.sjsu.edu available
FT/PT available. We will work
For Part -Time and
to you 24 hrs!
Fuli-Time Positions. call around your busy school
schedule.
Must have clean
SPARTAN SHOPS, INC. Finance HALLMARK PERSONNEL DMV. Lots of fun & earn $8-$15
Fast placement. no fees
and Accounting department is
hour.
Call
867-7275.
per
seeking an individual to perform Office jobs in local companies
general office accounting, typing Students/grads/career change CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES
and filing duties. Expereince not Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Immediate positions available.
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
required, preference given to
P/T. AM/PM/Saturdays in busy
Phone: (650) 320-9698
accounting or finance majors.
year-round swimming school.
Fax: (650) 320-9688
15 20 hours/week, Monday Brand new indoor teaching
Friday. $6.25 -$8.00 DOE. Apply: www hallmarkpersonnel.com facility. Complimentary athletic
Spartan Shops. Inc.
club membership included. Must
DOORMAN
NEEDED
Distribution Center
Mature Minded & Diplomatic have strong computer skills & an
1125 N. 7th Street
excellent telephone personality
2 / 3 nights per week
San Jose, CA 95112
Apply at AVAC Swim School.
Apply in person
Fax: 408/288-9748
5400 Camden Ave. SJ. 95124.
Britannia Arms
Call: 408/947-6920 ext 15
(408) 445-4918
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose

TRAVEL the WORLD!
Cruise Ship Jobs Available
Call- (800) 351-4464

and to ensure the owners, Robert
Noel and Marjorie KnoIler, are
prosecuted. No lawsuits have
been filed.
"I want to see the two of them
locked up," Smith said. "This isn’t
a car accident, where it happens,
and you grieve and then move on."
As Whipple was coming home
to the couple’s sixth-floor apartment with groceries Jan. 26,
Bane, a 120-pound dog, attacked
Whipple, throwing her down on

RETAIL SALES,
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
Renowned coffee roaster and
retailer has openings for retail
sales people, shift supervisors
and assistant managers
Competitive pay. bonuses and
discounts
MedicaVdental (including vision
prescription. chiropractic)
Domestic partner coverage
Commuter checks
401(k) with 15-. match
*Flexible work schedules
Apply 1140 Lincoln Avenue. Suite
C, in San Jose We encourage
applscaltons from people of all ages.
races and ethnic backgrounds
PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
www peets com
jobs4peets com

CLERICAL PERSON PART TIME WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Microsoft, Excel & General
AND
Office Work. For more info call
LOVE CHILDREN??
Kevin Crowley 408-267-1665.
TOP PAY!
Immediate perm/temp positions
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
as Teachers or Assistants at
MON-WED-FRI Flexible Hours ECE & After School Programs.
Downtown SJ Location
(408) 287-3222
Call (408) 535-5705
SPECIAL ED CREDENTIALED
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL Teacher to work with develophelp needed for small exclusive mentally disabled students.
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Training provided. Xlnt benefits.
Must be reliable, honest, able to Flexible hrs. Competitive salary.
do physical work. Prefer exp Fax resume, 408-379-4366
working w/ dogs, but will train.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Great oppty tor dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
$9.5313.53/hr. Saratoga School
Call 371-9115.
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for into
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
& application. Immediate Need.
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
DIRECTOR FOR KIDS PARK,
Healthy males, 19-40 years old a quality recreation program
2-12
year
olds.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty serving
Contact Califomia Cryobank
Responsibilities include pro1-650-324-1900. M -F. 8-4:30 gram implementation, daily
operations & staff development.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT meet State of CA Title 22
Located in San Jose. we are a Regulations. Flexible schedule
growing community based
days, eves. weekends. Team
nonprofit established in 1973 environment. Benefits avail. FAX
As a multi service agency, our resume to 408-260-7366. Email
diverse services include
kidspark kidspark-centers.com
language & culturally-proficient or call for interview 408-260-7929.
mental health services, senior
services, youth services.
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
PfT Instructors Elem. Schools.
a primary care health clinic
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
and a domestic violence
prevention/education program. Opportunity for teaching exp.
We are hiring for the following Need Car. VM. (408) 287-4170
FT/ PT positions:
ext. 408. EOE/AAE
Mental Health Counselors:
YMCA
Provide direct mental health
Directors, Assistant Directors,
rehabilitiation services to
Teachers, Aides, Roc Leaders
agency’s clients.
Thinking about a career working
Requirements: BA/MA in
behavioral sciences or related with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
field, fluent in vietnamese
hiring Center Directors. Assist.
a plus.
Directors, Teachers, Aides. and
Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance Elementary After -School Recreation Leaders for our Atter
to youths. Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences School Enrichment Gaolers.
Programs located twoughout San
or equivalent experience
Family Advocates Domestic Jose, Cupertino. ’Santa Clara,
Los Gatos. Saratoga. Campbell,
Violence Program:
Evergreen. Milpitas & Berryessa.
Provide counseling and
Full & Part-Time positions availguidance at emergency
able - hours flexible around
shelter for battered women
school. Fun staff teams. great
Requirements’ BA/BS in
experience in working with chilbehavioral sciences or
dren, career advancement,
equivalent experience.
Volunteers Always Needed! excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities Teachers
Send resumes torequire minimum 6 units in ECE,
AACI
Educ. Rec. Psych. Soc, Phys
Human Resources
Ed 8/or other related fields. For
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
more information & locations
San Jose, CA 95128
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Fax: (408) 975-2745
roland.acupido0aaci.org Fax your resume to 406351.6477
Email: YMCAjob0scvymca.org
TELEMARKETING part/full-lime
Hourly
subscriptions
Newspaper
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail
5 blocks from SJSU. near It. rail
Media Promotions. 408/494-0200

LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
Instructors Needed.
We will train.
Call YMCA
370-1877x18.

UFEGUARDS / Swim Instructors
No expenence necessary Will
train Flexible hours. FT/PT
Fun work environment Close to
SJSU (408) 298-1717 x 34

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool and School Age
Teachers and Aides PT & FT
with excellent benefits Flexible
& fun environment! Please call
Tina 0 370-1877 x 29

SWIM TEAM COACH. Small
team looking for Head Coach. 3
days per week Central YMCA,
408-298-1717 x 34

TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK. a
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds Must enjoy
leading art. games and group
activities FLEX HOURS, days.
eves. weekends PT/FT Team
environment Benefits available.
FAX
ECE units preferred
resume to 408-260-7366 Email
kidspark kidspark-centers com.
or call for interview 408-260-7929

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

Daily Crossword

LOVE KIDS -LIKE TO TEACH?
3 year old kid. verbal. friendly!!
No experience required.
Call Manami 0 408-777-8386.
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work
w/ children w/ autism competitive pay, flex hrs Psy. Ed. 07.
Sp Ed. Child Dev & related fields.
Arulee 408-945-2336. menaon ad

INSURANCE

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Pa-summer or F/T Career
Call Now: MOO) 351-4464

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr sssss for
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

3 lines

Three
Days
S9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Address
DlyaStale

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional clay.

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 + consecutive issues- receive 10. off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa claire County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Classified desk IS located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209.
Deadline: 10 00 a.m. N/0 weekdays before publication
ads
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Please check ./
one classification:
Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thnlls
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free

as a

service to the campus community.

ANNOUNCEMENTS HEALTH / BEAUTY

EVENTS
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Two
Days
$7

ADDR.COM
Leading Web Hosting and Web
Design Company
Immediate Account Activation
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
Sales 0addr.com

WANTED

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

One
Day
SS

SEMACES

TRAV L

SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring
warm. caring teachers for yearround swimming lessons in our
brand-new. state-of-the-art indoor LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
facility Experience a plus No
Easy Payment Plan
experience? We will train you
Good
Student Discount
Choose your hours - as few as 4
International
Driver Welcomed
or as many as 40 hours/week
No
Drover
Refused
Morning. afternoon, evening &
Call for Free Quotes
Saturday positions available
408-272-0312
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
pnninsur 0aol com
Club. 5400 Camden Ave . SJ PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
(408) 445-4913

Name

HOUSING
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Live in luxury & walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full
gym. on -site management, all
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639

HOUSEKEEPER NANNY PT
YOUR PERSONALITY
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Adorable 8 mo old Infant & Mom
determines your happiness.
Call BIRTHRIGHT
need part-time help. Must drive
Know
why?
Call
1-800-293-6463
408-241-8444
or 800-550-4900.
& be able to cook. Good Pay,
for your free personality test
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
Flexible Hours and Convenient
Location. Call Cynthia at 408FREE 1 HR MASSAGE
PSYCHIATRIC ABUSE? Anyone
432-1310.
harmed by shock treatment,
408-532-1884
Car Accident, Work lniury.
PT NANNY/Mother’s Helper psychiatric drugs. sexually
Ask
for
Dr
Kevin - Chiropractor.
abused.
any
other
abuse
includwanted for active two year old
girl. Rex hours for late am or early ing fraudulent billing by a
psychiatrist
or
mental
health
afternoon. M -F. Call 294-4556.
practitioner, call 1-800-330-7290.
DO YOU LOVE SPORTS? Do CITIZENS COMMISSION ON
SPRING BREAK
you love kids? Do fun & athletic HUMAN RIGHTS
Best deals to Cancun. Cabo
stuff w/6 year old Los Gatos
San
Lucas
& Rosarito Beach.
FREDDIE WONDERS
boy. Flexible hours. Excellent
Call 888-295-9669
anyone actually reads
salary. Fax resume: 356-9551
www.mexicospringbreak.com
these things’
Phone: 888-5449.
FLY SUMMER 4 WINTER $$
New
Smile
Choice
Dental
Plan
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT
Europe $448 rt (+tax)
Established Los Gatos agency (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
Par, Ams, Dus, & more
year. Save 30. - 60.. For info
seeks warm, caring students
4standby.com
or 800-397-1098
call 1-800-655-3225 or
for part and full time
www.studentdental.com or
nanny positions.
www.goldenwestdental com
We list only the best jobs!
Hours flexible around school FREE ICE CREAM, ESPRESSO
PICK UP YOUR FREOUENT
from 15 hrs / wk +
DRINKS, COFFEE, DESSERTS CUSTOMER CARD at Freddie’s
$14-$18/HR
with the purchase of another at Ice Cream & Desserts Buy 10 of
STANFORD PARK NANNIES FREDDIE’S
ICE CREAM & any item in the store, the 11th of
408-395-3043 ’DESSERTS. 505 E. San earl& that same item is always FREEI
www.spnannies.com
ton the comer of S. 111fi. by 7-11) 505 E. San Carlos .St. (on the
TOVVN & COUNTRY Resources Only valid with this ad in hand - corner of So. 11th by the 7-11).
is a nanny placement agency Expires 2-23-01
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
looking for students who want to
to get $SPAIDS$ to lose up
be a nanny. We have many
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
types of positions available.
Natural. Guaranteed
CHECK OUT Freddie’s new
Part-time & full-time afternoon
Call (408) 793-5256
Espresso Drinks: Milky Way.
positions $15-$20/hour 02-3 full
Coconut
Almond
Joy,
and
days per week: S300 - $600/
Caramellio
week. Part-time momings: $15$20/hr. Full-time off by 5 pm:
Up to $3500/month. Part-time
& full-time summer positions
Souti Bay, Peninsula. & East Bay.
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
14388-772-3999 www.tandcr.com
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 "Dancing

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR NATioNAL/AGENcy RATEs (ALL 408-924-3277

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

TUTORING SERVICE

WORD PROCESSING

$1500 Weekly Potential
mailing Our circulars Free
information. Call 202-452-5901

$1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T Make
$800+ weekly. guaranteed!
Free supplies For details. send
one stamp to N-28, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire BI
Los Angeles. CA 90025

PHN: 408-924-3277

ENGLISH EXCELLENCE
Improve essays, research
writing skills, advanced reading
LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM?
comprehension for literature
Now hiring caring teachers
interpretation. $50/hour.
Experience a plus. No experi(408) 269-2436.
ence? We will train you. Year.
ee 101@gateway.net
round swim lessons in brand
new indoor teaching facility.
AM, PM & Saturday positions
available. Complimentary athletic
PROFESSIONAL
club membership is included.
WORD PROCESSING
Apply at AVAC Swim School,
Theses, Term Papers.
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124.
Group Proiects. etc.
Call today!!! (408) 445-4918.
All formats, including APA.
Now Interviewing!!!
Experienced. Dependable.
Quick Return.
Call Linda (408) 264.4504.

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc. Tutors

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

in a bizarre twist, Noel and
Knoller recently adopted one of
the inmates, 38-year-old Paul
John Schneider.
District Attorney Terence Hallinan has said Noel and Knoller
could face manslaughter charges
in Whipple’s death.
But Cardoza is hopeful prosecutors will go one step further. He
says under a mischievous dog section in the law, second-degree
murder charges can be filed.

Queen"’ group
5 Early Cosby
show
9 Actress Burke
14 Piggy-bank
opening
15 "Scram, flyr
16 Synthetic fabric
17 Madame
Tussaud’s place
19 Wading bird
20 Citrus cooler
21 Bird-feeder treat
22 Garage or yard
events
23 Bolder
25 Carnival
attraction
26 Election winners
27 Eating alcove
30 Nasal sound
33 Wide
34 Needle’s
hole
36 Comic Johnson
37 Pon -au-Prince
island
38 1211YTW’ home
39 Daisy 40 Strong winds
41 Having more
spunk
42 Wished (fort
44 Trouser part
45 Wanders about
46 Ropes
50 Organizes
52 Rests
53 Frank’s ex
54 Lariat
55 Stanley Cup
sport
57 Born earlier
58 Ruler of Venice
59 Egg producers
60 Not neat
61 Fills with
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actress
DOWN
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37 Field workers
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38 - along
convenience,
follows
for short
40 Farm structure
5 Distnbutes
41 Artist’s plaster
6 Transparent
43 Striped stones
7 Sulk
44 Grinding
8 - Kippur
machines
9 Was terrified
46 Feudal subiect
10 Bald baby
47
Like a bucket
11 Stringed
of song
instrument
48 Happening
12 Foot parts
49 Authority
13 Picnic pest
50 Heap
18 Employing
51 Boys
22 Moses’
52 Barge
mountain
54 Computer term
24 Wall climber
55 Actress Lupino
25 Brawls
56 Greek letter
27 W ped
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Cheerleaders! Dancers! Models!
Aerobic Instructors! and Songleaders!

Saberiatten

Audition

Be a Sat)erKittent
Saturday, March 3, 2001 - 9:00 am
aym, 382 Portage Avenue, Palo Alto
Don’t Wait! Log -On to
WWWsanjosesabercats.com
for an Application
Be part of the Hottest

and all the details,
or Call

(408) 573-5577

Cheerleading Squad
in the Bay Area...
The San Jose SaberKittens!
Closed audition,
NO spectators allowed.

San Jose SaberCats

Log-On to

2000 Western Division Champions

www.sanjosesabercats.com
or Call 408/573-5577

Season TIckeirs

1) ii

